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Profile:

Genius been associated with IndiaIdeas.com, popularly known for the payment brand "BillDesk" from the early stages of the company. As the regional business head, played a key role in setting up BillDesk Electronic Payment services in Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, and Telangana. Genius has led the team in setting up payment services for various Government departmentsandUniversities in AP/Telangana.

With an experience spanning 13 years in the online payment services industry, Genius is also an advocate of “safe online payment” needs.

Prior to BillDesk, Genius had a three year stint withIT Industry in IT Education.

Genius is an Engineering Graduate in Electronics and Communication (B Tech) from Karnataka University, and also completed Certified Quality Manager program from the Indian Institute of Quality Management Jaipur.

Importance of Online Receipts

Paperless office and cashless transactions are one of the key aspects of Digital India. It is also a critical aspect of the reach and cost of good governance. Digitalization has been initiated at almost all sectors in Indian economy, though it is facing challenges like “reach of internet” and speed of internet. Since November 2016, Government is focusing on cashless payments and has made it mandatory for educational institutions for collecting payments online.

While collecting payments has its own cost/convenience advantages, it has opened up a new set of challenges in data security, data management, account reconciliations etc. They key aspect of this presentation is to examine various scenarios related to, service, support, security and reconciliation of online payments.

The major discussion points are

1. Payment collection systems
2. Payment Gateway – transaction processing
3. Key aspects of “problem-free” online payment processing
4. Reconciliation aspects which are critical to avoid any financial loss
5. Security, in the context of online receipts